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Pays฀des฀Écrins,฀has฀ already฀been฀ the฀ subject฀of฀detailed฀ study฀ (Cowburn฀and฀Sciblo-
Jaillet,฀1995;฀Donert฀and฀Light฀D.,฀1996)฀and฀will฀therefore฀not฀be฀dealt฀with฀any฀further฀

































฀ •฀ Creation฀ of฀ a฀ Centre฀ of฀ scientiﬁc,฀ technological฀ and฀ industrial฀ culture฀
(CCSTI),฀oriented฀at฀ﬁrst฀toward฀the฀region’s฀mining฀heritage฀(exploration,฀development฀

































































































































The฀theoretical฀and฀empirical฀contributions฀of฀ studies฀of฀atypical฀ forms฀of฀ innovation฀
underline฀the฀fact฀that฀beyond฀the฀numerous฀constraints฀on฀the฀mobilisation฀of฀resources,฀
a฀bordering,฀peripheral฀or฀marginal฀position฀beneﬁts฀from฀an฀attenuation฀of฀the฀factors฀



















































The฀ rhetorical฀ﬁgure฀of฀ “entre-deux”฀ (between฀ two)฀developed฀by฀Daniel฀Sibony฀pro-










From฀ this฀perspective,฀ the฀Pays฀des฀Écrins฀ seems฀very฀ illustrative฀of฀ a฀ certain฀number฀
of฀ emerging฀ ﬁgures,฀ of฀ transitional฀ and฀ temporary฀ situations฀ that฀ throw฀ light฀ on฀ the฀































excellence,฀carbon฀balance,฀etc.฀ In฀this฀ regard,฀ the฀contribution฀of฀ the฀Pays฀des฀Écrins฀
to฀an฀innovative฀process฀seems฀not฀only฀to฀rest฀on฀its฀capacity฀to฀diffuse฀novelties฀(via฀
ferrata…)฀but฀also฀to฀import฀and฀implement฀pioneering฀devices฀and฀practices,฀an฀obser-






haute฀montagne”฀ (Argentière,฀ gateway฀ to฀ the฀high฀mountains),฀ the฀ slogan฀ adopted฀ in฀
1994,฀ a฀ territorial฀ rethinking฀ and฀ recomposition฀has฀ taken฀place฀without฀ any฀modiﬁ-
cations฀ to฀ the฀ limits฀of฀ the฀commune฀or฀canton.฀But฀ the฀ stimulus฀and฀sometimes฀ the฀











tive฀ strategy฀ that฀manifests฀ itself,฀ for฀ example,฀ in฀ the฀ voluntary฀ SCOT฀project฀ or฀ the฀
candidature฀for฀the฀Winter฀Olympic฀Games฀of฀2018;
From฀one-off฀projects฀commissioned฀by฀ the฀commune฀(Argentière)฀ to฀ intercommunal฀
projects฀commissioned฀by฀the฀Community฀of฀communes฀that฀promotes฀shared฀actions฀at฀
the฀scale฀of฀the฀territory฀as฀a฀whole;฀
From฀ experimental฀ procedures฀ implemented฀ on฀ an฀ adhoc฀ and฀ trial฀ basis฀ (a฀ project,฀ a฀
creation,฀an฀event…),฀often฀by฀individuals฀with฀the฀proﬁle฀of฀entrepreneur฀/developer,฀



















territorial฀ “translation”฀of฀ a฀process฀of฀ change฀ that฀ is฀ gradually฀negotiated,฀ shared฀and฀
worked฀on฀within฀a฀framework฀of฀project฀intercommunality,฀in฀which฀the฀market฀town฀















Cartes 1 à 4 : La diffusion des itinéraires de via ferrata en France à partir du pays des Écrins.
Réalisation : Pascal Mao et Nicolas Robinet, Cermosem UJF
Maps 1 and 2 : The diffusion of via ferrata itineraries in France from the Pays des Écrins
Produced by Pascal Mao and Nicolas Robinet, Cermosem UJF
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